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Sugat Chaturvedi is a Ph.D. candidate in Economics at the Indian Statistical Institute, Delhi. His research is
concentrated in the fields of development economics, labor economics, and political economy as well as
applications of machine learning in these areas. He is broadly interested in issues related to political
institutions, gender, and conflict. His recent works involve examining why gender quotas in local government
might have an effect on policy, and uncovering gender stereotypes in job ads on an Indian online job portal. His
other works include studying the impact of electoral systems on the representation of ethnic minorities and
investigating the long-term effects of the Vietnam War on regional economic development.
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ABSTRACT:
We examine employer preferences for hiring men vs women using 0.16 million job ads posted on an online job
portal in India, together with applications made to these ads by 1.06 million job seekers. We apply machine
learning algorithms on text contained in job ads to construct measures that indicate how predictive this text is
of an employer's explicit gender preference. We find that explicit gender preferences are more likely to be
exhibited for low-skill jobs, that advertised wages are lowest for jobs with a female preference, and even in jobs
without an explicit gender preference, advertised wages are substantially lower when the job text is predictive
of a female preference. A female preference by an employer also reduces the total number of applications to a
job ad whilst changing the gender mix of the applicant pool in favor of women. We systematically uncover
words that lie beneath these associations by categorizing words that are predictive of explicit gender
preferences into those related to hard and soft skills, personality and flexibility. We find that the job ads
containing words indicating decreased flexibility (for instance increased travel requirements or unusual
working hours) which are predictive of a male preference are associated with a higher advertised wage and get
a smaller share of female applicants. At the same time, job ads containing words indicating skills predictive of a
female preference have a lower advertised wage and attract a larger share of female applicants. Our results
highlight the important role played by explicit gender preferences and implicit gendered word associations of
job ads in explaining gender disparities in the labor market.
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